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Who was that lady I saw you with last night? 

                  That was no lady, that was my wife. 
                                                                  —Anon. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

In the village of Chelm, which was famously populated by fools, 

lived Zelig the tailor, a man who listened to travellers’ tales and 

yearned to live somewhere other than Chelm. One day he 

decided to journey to the great city of Warsaw, which he had 

never seen. Along the way night fell, and Zelig lay down under 

a tree. Before he fell asleep, he wondered: in the morning, how 

will I remember which way to go in order to reach Warsaw? 

Removing his shoes, he placed them so that they pointed in the 

direction he had been taking. During the night a passer-by saw 

the shoes and picked them up, thinking they had been 

discarded. When he saw the sleeping man he put them down 

again. Without meaning to, the passer-by left the shoes pointing 

back towards Chelm. [Some traditions say that the passer-by 

was a goblin or malicious spirit, but others maintain that he 

was an innocent wayfarer.] When Zelig the tailor awoke he put 

on his shoes and walked off in the direction of his home town, 

thinking he was still heading for Warsaw. When he reached 

Chelm, Zelig was greatly impressed to see how much Warsaw 

resembled his native village. Why, he exclaimed, Warsaw is no 

bigger than where I come from! It has the same shops and the 

same streets. It even has a house, a garden, and a wife just like 

the one I left behind. How little we know, Zelig remarked to 

himself. When I get home, I shall be sure to tell everyone not to 

bother to visit the great city of Warsaw. It’s just like Chelm!            

            —Eli Lissman, Chronicles of The Ancients 
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1. 

 
 
 
 
                 LET ME BEGIN BY INTRODUCING MYSELF.  

My name is Roley Watkins, I’m a psycho-therapist, and my full 
name, my full dress name, as it were, is Roland Watkins, DSc, 
PhD Universität Wien, MD, FRCPsych, FmedSci, FRCHyp. I was 
partly raised in Paris, and my undergraduate degree is in 
archaeology, from the Sorbonne. As some of the foregoing 
additions imply, I’ve undergone training in a number of 
psychotherapeutic schools, including several years as an 
analysand under the direct personal care of Professor Dr Hans 
Rosenberg, the dean of psychoanalytic studies in Freud’s own 
city of Vienna. FRCHyp, the last of the above acronyms, which 
you might not recognize, denotes my status as a Fellow of the 
Royal College of Hypnotists. (I bless the nudge fate gave my 
steps when she pointed me towards the Royal College, to train 
under Dr Rich Morley! Without this I would have no tale to tell 
you, mes enfants.) Currently, although I accept a few patients 
seeking classical Freudian and Jungian treatment, and I am 
certainly one of the modest number of therapists equipped and 
willing to provide both, I offer a form of treatment devised by 
Patrick Leahy, the author of Therapy Under Neptune as well as 
Proteus: A New Theory of the Psyche, and, most recently, The 
Labyrinth as Cure. It would be premature of me to offer a 
synopsis of Dr Leahy’s method, which we call the Magdalenian 
approach (or Magdalenian Method), but I hope to give a brief 
impression of its aims and techniques in due course. 

I mustn’t get too deeply into Magdalenian theory, however, 
because in the story I have to tell you I am in fact the patient 
rather than the therapist; I am your patient, if you like, and it is 
for you to draw conclusions, if you can find any; to which end I 
had better tell the story as simply and directly as I can, with as 
few digressions into theory (I doubt if I’ll be able to refrain from 
these entirely) as possible. Naturally, I would like you to be 
inclined to understand human behaviour in the way that I have 
learnt to view it after ransacking many different systems of 
interpretation, each one a unique way of explaining the meaning 
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of our worldly actions and perceptions. And if, by the end of my 
tale, you are sufficiently intrigued by Dr Leahy’s innovative 
approach, thanks to the hints I will have given of it here and 
there, I should be gratified to think that you might seek out one 
of his books in order to become better acquainted with 
Magdalenianism, or indeed that you might seek out one of my 
own books on the subject, such as my recent Everyshaman, A 
Guide to Self-transformation, available from William Heinemann 
Ltd., and in softcover from Minerva Books. For the moment, 
though, as you enter this particular labyrinth, the winding tale of 
a life in crisis, I must be two people for you: the unreflecting 
story-teller, lying prone on the couch of the page, and his 
shadow or double, the professional listener (who occasionally 
interrupts). 

People have suggested to me, and when I say people I mean 
friends and colleagues, that I might be the wrong person to tell 
this story. They’ve urged me to let someone else write it, 
someone more objective. Or at least to interleave my own 
narrative with parallel narratives giving the viewpoint of those 
who observed my ordeal. But here I must be Magdalenian. The 
journey to the depths of the soul is of significance only to those 
who travel it. Attempt to chart it and you will wake to find a 
page of meaningless squiggles in your fist. If you could watch a 
film of the traveller in the lands of the psyche, during his or her 
journey within, it would yield no more insight than would a film 
of a dreamer sleeping. Inside the individual soul, inside that giant 
space that dwarfs the external world as the void inside the atom 
dwarfs the nucleus (no bigger than a single speck of dust afloat 
in the Albert Hall), lies a psychic adventure complete with 
monsters, hurricanoes, flash floods, terra incognita, King 
Solomon’s Mines and The Land That Time Forgot. No one who 
has yet to experience this adventure can begin to assess its value 
or its meaning. 
Who sees more of the parade? — as a schoolboy I was once 

required to write an essay addressing this question, for my 
GCSE English exam, which I took in Switzerland for reasons 
you will later understand — Someone who watches it or someone who 
marches in it? My schoolboy answer (I was a politician even then) 
was that both viewpoints were necessary in order to “see” as 
much as possible. As a man of 60 who has both marched and 
watched, I say to hell with the watcher. In matters of the spirit 
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only the marcher knows anything worth knowing about the 
parade. 

Do you believe me? Good. Let Roley Watkins, then, and not 
some stuffy onlooker with a clipboard and a stopwatch, be your 
guide. 

  
 

IT ALL BEGAN when I fell head first into a cave. 
Before I go into the circumstances of this, it might be useful 

to offer a brief pen-portrait of myself. If the publisher agrees, 
you may find in this volume, or on the dust-jacket, perhaT4ps, a 
still from BBC Wales’s Date With Destiny, a once-popular show 
featuring ‘ordinary’ members of the public who had encountered 
life-transforming and in most cases dangerous experiences, and 
lived to tell the tale on morning television. The stills from my 
appearance on this programme in 1974 are all I own in the way 
of publicity shots, since I have a minor phobia about being 
photographed; if my image is before you in or on this book you 
will see that there is no obvious or superficial reason for my 
phobia — I am, as I was thirty years ago, an exceptionally tall, 
broad-shouldered person, with a full head of blondish hair (gold 
or perhaps khaki in hue), a clean-shaven fellow possessing 
unremarkable but blandly handsome looks, as my good fortune 
as a ladies’ man attests. The women in my life would tell you, I 
think, that it was my voice rather than my face that first attracted 
them, but it’s done no harm to have been blessed with a 
presentable case for this instrument. I look like what I am: a 
success, someone whose confident appearance, charm and size 
would incline others to vote him into posts requiring, if nothing 
else, a figurehead. Chairman of the Board, that sort of thing. The 
turmoil inside the real Roley, the inner Roley, is another matter 
altogether, and there have been many times in my life when I 
wished I didn’t look so damned smooth. It makes it much 
harder, believe me, to get people to take you seriously when you 
tell them you’re coming apart at the seams, and not just faking it. 

The BBC Wales morning talk show host, a lady who went by 
the name of Destiny Thomas (to be fair it was her given name, 
and derived from the extraordinary circumstances of her birth, 
an ordeal of underground home delivery in a coal mining box or 
sledded ‘tram’ which had clearly indicated to Destiny’s parents 
the hand and determination of fate), had heard of my experience 
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in the cave from a newspaper account. It was actually one of 
Destiny Thomas’s researchers who came across it, since Destiny 
herself, a vivid performer and a person of dark, striking looks, 
was barely literate and had clearly decided early on in life that her 
name and face would be destiny enough, as indeed they turned 
out to be. For Destiny’s producer, what stood out from the 
newspaper account of my experiences was less the matter of the 
ordeal involved, or the torturous rescue operation, or the curious 
way in which my accident led to meeting my future wife, than 
the fact that my name was Watkins. Date With Destiny offered its 
morning television viewers Welsh people fingered by destiny, 
not just any old people, and although the last of my forebears to 
have been born in Wales, one Gwillym ap Howell, was a 14th 
century contemporary of Owen Glendower (or Owain Glyndwr, 
if you insist), I was Welsh enough for Destiny, and that was that. 

Until my visit to Swansea for the live television show, I’d 
never even been to Wales. I was born and raised in the London 
suburb of Harrow, where my father, Charlie, was a popular 
teacher at the public school; so popular, in fact, that he was soon 
invited to become a housemaster, and we moved from our 
South Harrow home into one of the noisy old dormitory 
buildings, full of heavy-footed teenagers and clanging bells, up 
on that curious pimple on the landscape, Harrow-on-the-Hill. I 
was eight years old and trapped between fear of the buffalo herd 
of blue-jacketed, straw-hatted boys, many of them large and 
wearing what seemed to me a look of extraordinary arrogance 
on their face, who milled around my daily life, and on the other 
hand a sense of envious awe in their regard. They were so aloof, 
so expressionless, affect-less as my current colleagues would say 
(since my recovery, I spend the summer teaching in New York, 
where Magdalenianism has taken happy root in the city’s 
canyons), they were so unutterably vice-regal when, as older 
boys, they would send the younger ones about their business, 
that I could scarcely imagine becoming one of them, as Father 
assured me I eventually would. I stared at the preening senior 
boys as a caterpillar might ogle a butterfly. Could I become that? 

In the event, I never did. My mother, Yvonne, known to 
everyone as Evie, was even more discomfited by our move into 
noisy school premises than I was. She was French, of what she 
called White Russian extraction (you’d think that by the later 20th 
century the one word “Russian” would suffice); perhaps she 
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never understood what she was taking on when she married 
Charlie. God knows he was a charmer, and no doubt he said 
nothing about the prospect of raising a child under the trampling 
feet of the pimpled hordes. Looking back at it all now, I dare say 
that while being a public school housemaster might be the 
summit of a certain kind of teacher’s life, if you were the kind of 
teacher who wanted to be around your pupils virtually all the 
time, it takes an even more distinctive temperament to be a 
housemaster’s wife. Perhaps it helps to be childless, as a number 
of Harrow housemasters’ wives were; then you can take on, if so 
disposed, 50 or 60 boys as your ready-made offspring. Or else, if 
you were patient by nature, you simply put up with the buffalo-
herding life in termtime and dreamed of the peace and quiet of 
the holidays. You could drop anchor in the little social circle of a 
school, get together with the other teachers’ wives for coffee-
morning gossip, and flirt with your husband’s colleagues. None 
of these prospects amused Evie, who had no desire for 60 more 
children; who was a Parisienne impatient by nature and wanted a 
life she could enjoy now, not next Christmas, and who, although 
a tireless flirt, had her eyes set on more ambitious game than 
Johnny Backhouse, the school’s squash rackets instructor, lissom 
and randy as a ferret, or Dick Bendigo, a housemaster with a 
roving eye which had swiftly lit on Evie and just as swiftly 
received a clout that closed his eye for a month, having coloured 
it purple. Perhaps the wisest and best-equipped housemasters 
were the lifelong bachelors, of whom there were a good many; 
nor were all or even a majority of them gay; during termtime 
they ran their herd of boys with all the gusto of cowboys on the 
range, and as soon as term ended they set off on a happy prowl 
around London clubs and Club Meds and Caribbean cruises. 

Evie never took to our new life. What was Charlie thinking, to 
imagine she ever would? She’d been a dancer, she was slim and 
fit and formidably attractive, she wanted no more children, 
thank you, to deform her figure, and the suburban frumpiness of 
the hilltop wives who tried in vain to woo her only made her 
laugh, when it didn’t put her into a furious sulk. No one can sulk 
like a Parisienne. Poor baffled Charlie! That wife of yours, his 
colleagues must have muttered. No doubt they thought she was 
a terrible snob. Which she was, and with good reason; she was a 
cut above their dreary kind. In later life I could never have 
brought myself to ask either one of them if this was true, but I 
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always suspected that my parents were both relieved when 
Charlie began an affair with Petra, the house matron who looked 
after the health of the herd. Petronella was her full, dreadful 
name, mercifully never used except by my father in jest or my 
mother in anger; my parents are both dead, but Petra’s still with 
us and as cheerful in her old people’s home in Bagshot as she 
was in her various roles as a companion to Charlie, a matron to 
her schoolboys and a stepmother to me. It might have been 
really quite pleasant to have grown up under her kindly care, 
with Charlie’s dancing, braying, long-limbed fantaisie to lift my 
spirits. But Charlie’s indiscretion (as the term was then) with 
homely Petronella gave my mother the incentive and the legal 
justification to whisk me away in her custody, to a life as 
different from Harrow School as a touring corps de ballet might 
be from a military encampment. I say the incentive and the legal 
premise; Charlie’s unfaithfulness certainly gave Evie the edge in 
court, but I sometimes feel that it was Petra’s homeliness that 
settled my hash and turned my life onto the wonderfully varied, 
alarming and exotic path it has taken. Would Evie really have 
wanted to take this little English schoolboy in tow, this little 
Charlie (I do look like and in many respects take after him) to 
remind her of what she’d put behind her, now that she was 
embarking on her real life, the one she should have chosen in 
the first place? I used to picture her, with her thin, sculpted, 
hawk-nosed face, as an early twentieth century ballerina, 
scooped out of the Ballets Russe by some Grand Duke to be his 
maîtresse en titre, surely the fate for which nature intended her. She 
was a delightful, if wayward mother; but she was hardly 
maternal. If Charlie had taken up with some passably attractive 
creature from the home counties, I rather suspect that Evie 
would have left me to my Harrow School fate and my Harrow 
School future. But Petronella was small and squat and pug-faced, 
and Evie was damned if she was going to give best in all 
departments to a plain Jane, as my mother called her (c’est une 
plain Jane). As a wife for Charlie, Evie regarded her as perfect ― 
perfect, she used to tell me, because she was such a nice woman, 
and perfect, as she didn’t need to point out, as a punishment for 
a man who had caught a beauty and failed to keep her ― but as a 
rival for her child’s affections Petra was too nice, too plain, and 
too winning a cook, with a line in delicious steak and kidney 
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puddings that she owed to her Derbyshire upbringing. The child 
would not be abandoned to such a Jane. 

Evie did not cook. Evie had charms which made cooking 
irrelevant. Of the stepfathers elect (she never married any of 
them, a choice which, I liked to feel, spoke of her residual 
attachment to my father, if not of her concern for me), the ones 
I remember best are Gottfried, Carlo, and the ineffable 
Ermenegildo from Buenos Aires. There were others, including 
an odious film producer called Jean-Marc, but they stayed for 
too short a time to influence the direction of my life. Evie 
simply launched herself back into a Parisian life she knew and 
where she was still remembered as a dancer; for a year or so, 
until Maman, as she now became, had, as she put it, “established 
her credentials,” i.e. found a sugar-daddy, I went everywhere 
with her like a puppy on a leash. It could have been horrible, but 
I remember it as one of the happiest years of my life. I saw lots 
of Maman, whom I adored. I spent most of my time reading, 
seated beside Maman in cafés and apartments ― at least this is 
how I remember it ― ignoring the cries (mon p’tit chou!), the 
petting hands and caressing fingers of her friends, and 
occasionally sitting quite happily alone with my book while 
Maman was busy in a neighbouring room. Mais non il est tout à fait 
content. I was; I was completely happy; the only education 
Maman imposed on me was tutoring in French, which as far as 
she (along with a good number of her compatriots) was 
concerned was the only form of education that mattered anyway. 
Mathematics? For God’s sake, the child could count to ten; what 
more did you need? History? Turn on the television. Science? 
Please. Look at the boy. Is that a scientist? C’est une tête d’atomiste, 
ça? Some of Maman’s friends wanted to take me in hand 
themselves and bring me on their European travels. One in 
particular, whom Maman called Tante Dod, Auntie Dod, was 
going to take me back to her native, still war-ravaged Germany 
and show a little English boy the other side, the underside, of 
history. But Maman was having none of this. I needed no harsh 
wisdom. I was supposed to grow up a beauty, tout court. Perhaps 
Maman secretly thought I might follow her into the world of the 
dance, at least until I grew impossibly tall (drôle de garcon, her 
friends were saying of me, funny sort of boy, when I reached six 
feet tall at the age of twelve) and, more importantly, impossibly 
heavy-footed. I look, even at sixty, noble and well-coordinated; 
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and am neither. The lack of coordination which so disappointed 
Maman was, however, to pitch me down a slope in South-West 
France, into a cave and into revelations and hallucinations (a 
little of both) which have made me as much of a celebrity — 
and I don’t mean Date with Destiny — as poor dear Evie could 
ever have wished. If only she’d lived to see it! 

The one activity that she admitted my 10-year-old puppy-self 
lacked was le sport. Exercise. As soon as she found a friend rich 
enough — I don’t know whether it’s the fact that French with 
its restricted vocabulary invests its simplest words with what 
seems like a fivefold breadth of meaning, to the Briton who has 
five words to choose from in order to express the same thing, or 
whether French truly is the language of double entendre, but to me 
un ami still means a great deal more than a friend, as it did in 
Maman’s vocabulary — she took me off on a ski-ing holiday. 
While I struggled on the beginners’ slopes, Maman posed 
elegantly on her skis without unduly exerting herself, though 
perhaps I owe this impression to the still photographs of 
memory; certainly she got around on skis without unduly risking 
bones and tendons not in their first flush of youth. The search 
for un ami of suitable wealth and influence would not be 
enhanced by a plaster cast. In the event, the ami of Maman’s 
heart was right there in Klosters in the form of Gottfried, her 
ski-ing instructor. I have to think fondly of Maman when I think 
of her falling in love with Gottfried. He was impoverished and 
quite unable to provide her with the life she sought. But Maman 
was more sentimental than she was ambitious for material 
comforts — or perhaps it is I who am sentimental, and prefer to 
forget that Maman’s real affinity was for falling in love with the 
wrong person, regardless of her aims in life. Gottfried had a fine 
physique, a stirring Aryan profile, and all the character of a ski 
pole. It didn’t matter to Maman, for whom he was a glowing 
golden consort, a tribute to her beauty; also, no less important, 
he was devoted to her. He lived for her, to the best of my 
memory, and his wooden features lit up in her presence. He was 
the German who had conquered Paris. (Well, that was Adolf, 
but I dare say you see what I mean.) 

Dear Gottfried! He was tireless in teaching me to ski, and 
although he and I never exchanged more than twenty 
continuous words, I don’t think, during the years when he was 
the resident ami, I loved him as unconditionally as he loved 
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Maman. I can remember the expression on my father’s face 
when in my twelve-year-old tactlessness I was unable to keep 
Gottfried’s name out of my tales of Alpine prowess; I was 
visiting Charlie in Harrow — it must have been a fearful shock 
for him to greet this six-foot son off the plane at London 
Airport, as if Europe had set me in a vice and stretched me — 
and regaling him with the wonders of my new life. Was it merely 
tactlessness? God knows we’re thoughtless and tactless enough 
at that age, but I fear some part of me wanted to tell my father 
how much better off I was without him. I feel dreadfully 
ashamed to think of it now; but the part of me in question was 
not the part that sided with Maman in their break-up — on the 
contrary it was the side that loved and missed my father terribly, 
over and above all the Gottfrieds of the world, that led me to 
leak Gottfried’s role in my life and mother’s. I was angry with 
Charlie for letting me go with Maman in the first place. Now I 
would never get my blue Harrow School jacket (you won’t be 
surprised to hear that whatever my grown-up wardrobe over the 
years, it has always contained a blue jacket), or my straw boater. 
(That yearning I’ve grown out of; no boaters in my cupboard.) 
I’d loved Father so much. How could he let me go? Court 
mandates mean nothing to a child. So there I was, allowing my 
tone to gild Gottfried and incite Charlie, without an explicit 
word on my part — no doubt the number of mentions were as 
revelatory as the evidence in my voice of a boyish crush — to 
deduce Gottfried’s place in Evie’s life. Father’s face, normally so 
mobile, lost all expression. 

And why, to speak professionally for a moment, are these the 
memories that stick? I’m twelve years old, spending a joyous 
holiday with my father, who has prepared all manner of 
wonderful treats, from Test Match tickets to the Flanders and 
Swann revue, and what I remember far more clearly than 
anything else from that summer is that single look on Charlie’s 
face, the evidence that my disingenuous chatter had found its 
mark. Of course, it means I knew what I was doing, or else I 
wouldn’t even have noticed a momentary stillness in my father’s 
features, like a spinney gone suddenly silent as its inhabitants 
process the information that a predatory stranger is in their 
midst. Do we remember, then, our bitter little triumphs, our 
sword-thrusts that went home? No, it’s shame we recall. Shame 
is the badge and bank account of the soul. When you’ve none 
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left, God help you. Or rather, come and see me. I’ll find you 
some ― it’s one of Magdalenianism’s functions, to make the soul 
blush ― in deeper seams than you knew you possessed. 

My father was a wonderful sportsman, and one of the 
subsidiary reasons (false, fleeting, lying reasons) for speaking to 
him about Gottfried and my ski-ing accomplishments was my 
discovery that I would always be a disappointment to my father 
in any sporting activity that required feet, nimble, adroit feet, as 
most sporting activities do. Mine were so clumsily wedded to the 
earth (perhaps, in view of my sudden premature growth, my feet 
were afraid that my head and shoulders would run off with my 
body, and were simply doing their best to anchor me to the 
planet) that I was quite literally like a person with lead in his 
shoes; I didn’t want to pick up my feet at all, and have spent a 
lifetime tripping embarrassingly over every uneven paving stone 
in cities great and small. The worst is when I’m walking along in 
celebrity mode, prating about psychology and the soul in order 
to impress a young acolyte, who hears the faint blip of a 
polished wingtip against stone and looks over to see that the 
great man has vanished from sight. Or rather no — heavens, 
there he is, stretched out face first on the pavement, or sidewalk. 
My only escape from this comedy of pratfalls has been le ski. 
Perhaps if I’d been born a few years later I’d have found my 
feet, so to speak, or rather my wheels, on a skateboard. All I 
needed was a form of locomotion that didn’t require me to lift 
my feet off the ground; sans steps, continuously connected to 

the earth, I was a Nijinsky of sinuous grace ('Nijinski' as we spell 

him en France), or rather a counter-Nijinski, since deft-footed 
leaps were precisely what I no longer had to take. Gottfried, and 
Klosters, were my liberation, and I desperately wanted Father to 
know that in one arena at least I was his true heir. On the Swiss 
slopes I had already won the British Ski Federation’s little gold 
medal (it’s still my most precious possession) and in those days it 
went everywhere with me, its little looping triangle — the Irish 
call it a Trinity Knot — glinting on my lapel.  

The problem with Gottfried was of course money, and when I 
returned from my summer with Charlie, the lovers’ blissful 
mood had changed to one of financial crisis. Maman could no 
longer afford to live in Klosters, or at any rate was not 
sentimental enough to be prepared to live in Klosters in penury 
while Gottfried vanished for days on end on the hiking and 
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climbing trips that filled his summers as an Alpine guide. Paris 
beckoned with its flowering amis. We shall return with the snow, 
chéri, Maman assured her bronzed darling. But lovelorn Gottfried 
couldn’t wait for the snow, and instead he spent the next two 
months saving up the money to come to Paris, where Maman 
had not been idle, and where Gottfried discovered this in the 
most painful possible way, arriving at our apartment door to find 
me on the windowseat with my nose in a book and Maman busy 
in a neighbouring room. 

Gottfried it was who was the sentimental soul; he was 
irretrievably wounded, and although we wintered in Klosters for 
many years to come, and honourable Gottfried faithfully 
continued as my skiing instructor until, at last, I exceeded even 
my teacher’s speed and grace, his relationship with Maman was 
never the same. They became friends, with time, but I’m not 
convinced that Gottfried was ever reconciled to this in his heart. 

The new ami, the one occupying the neighbouring room with 
Maman when Gottfried arrived unannounced, was Carlo, who 
practised international law (“I am specialist in international 
relations,” he would say with a straight face and a gleam in his 
eye). Maman had met Carlo in Klosters, at the Chesa Bar, where 
le tout Klosters hung out and the pianist sang ludicrous Viennese 
songs. Mariandl andl andl, du hast mein Herz zum pandl pandl. This 
took place downstairs at a prewar hotel called the Chesa 
Grischuna, which is Romansch for “Grisons House”, and was 
built by an Englishman whose name I’ve now forgotten (he was 
subsequently killed in the war) in a style you could call traditional 
Grisons or Graubünden or Grigioni or Grischun according to 
your choice of tongue (growing up in Klosters it’s little wonder I 
wound up a linguist). The Englishman’s untimely death 
consigned the Chesa to his front man in Klosters, one Hans 
Guler, an over-sized ski teacher, or so he seemed to my childish 
eyes, who was also Gottfried’s employer. Hans was a very jolly 
bum-pinching sort of person who spoke fearless but terrible 
English and was responsible for a catch-phrase in our family: 
“You may,” Hans would leer, “aber you doesn’t can must.” For 
Maman and myself, the word “aber”, spoken in the right tone, 
was enough to convey Hans’s jovial warning.  

If only Gottfried had heeded Hans’s Spruch and refrained from 
what he didn’t can must; if only he’d stayed in Klosters instead 
of pursuing Evie to Paris. Finding Carlo there with her made the 
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discovery of Maman’s unfaithfulness even more painful, since he 
knew Carlo by sight from the Chesa bar and now suspected, 
albeit wrongly, that Maman had been two-timing him all along. 
Mariandl andl andl would never sound the same to Gottfried. 

Carlo, as it turned out, was exactly the elusive smoothiechops 
my mother needed in order to recover from the image of 
Gottfried’s wounded face. Now she was the patient, devoted, 
anxious one, while smiling Carlo came and went, visiting 
European capitals on business too fleeting and above all too 
boring, he insisted, to take Maman and me with him. Maman 
suspected that Carlo had a girl in every port, as no doubt he did; 
he was more devious than Maman, hence just what the doctor 
ordered after lapdog Gottfried — and in fairness Maman wasn’t 
really devious at all, just easily distracted, capricious, and driven 
by a restless heart to move on rather than stagnate. I feel uneasy, 
in view of my own vie mouvementée, at how easily these last words 
tripped onto the page, as though a restless heart were a 
justification for carnage. I don’t intend to wear them in defence 
of my own life; but in Maman’s case… well, if you couldn’t see 
her coming, if you couldn’t see within five minutes who and 
what she was, and that at best you would be a merry way-station 
along the caravan trail of her life, then you were no innocent 
victim, you were an anvil in search of a hammer, a martyr in 
search of a cross. Chèri, I promised him nothing, an aggrieved 
Maman would sigh, gazing into my eyes, when an ami stormed 
out of her life. I, who am devious, who am my Maman-wolf in 
Charlie’s frisky and plausible clothing, have no such excuse and 
will make none. 

Carlo was an odd chap, I think. I couldn’t make him out when 
I was a kid, and I still can’t, in retrospect. Perhaps he was just 
one of those people whose exterior and interior are no kind of a 
match (if so, I dare say an international lawyer is just what you’d 
want to become). He was pleasant-looking, small, quite 
handsome in a chubby, cuddly sort of way, wreathed in smiles 
and charming enough, yet remote. There was no knowing Carlo. 
I think he enjoyed having Maman on his arm, that’s all I can say 
for sure. And no wonder: she looked like Paris incarnate. Now 
that she had discarded all attempts to pass muster in Harrow-on-
the-Hill, she positively shrank with chic, in the words of one of 
Sylvia Fine’s witty songs, which played all year round on our 
gramophone.  
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For a time, our new trio thrived. At six foot tall and soon to 
be thirteen, though, I couldn’t be folded up and carried around 
from windowseat to windowseat with my nose in a book 
forever. More to the point, I had become an obstacle. If it 
wasn’t for having to drag along le petit to languish in the outer 
rooms of hotel suites, Maman could pursue Carlo around the 
capitals of Europe instead of fretting and fuming at home. Carlo 
gave in (remember Maman’s sulks!), and I wound up a boarder 
in Montreux, at Carlo’s expense, attending something bizarrely 
called a British International school — in fairness, have the 
words British and international ever fit together comfortably? — 
St. Bernard’s, by name, a place I remember fondly for its 
gorgeous views and spectacular pistes. It was a forcing house for 
rich young delinquents, and although I dare say you could say 
the same of Harrow School, St. Bernard’s managed to train its 
pupils to run family businesses and acquire yachts without first 
learning to cane each other on the behind and run semi-naked 
through foggy winter suburbs, as I had seen Harrow schoolboys 
do. Bernardines attended enough formal classes to equip their 
future idleness with a patina of educated charm, while actually 
majoring in sex and ruthlessness (and, soon after I left, as the 
’60s wore on, in drugs), the essentials required for the high 
society life most of them were to lead. At St. Bernard’s I skied a 
great deal, learnt about sex and tried to learn ruthlessness but 
failed miserably, which was just as well in view of the very 
different fate in store for me, compared to my Bernardine peers. 

That fate was determined for me by Ermenegildo Tomasito 
Policarpo Bonifacio Wilson (he assured us that these were his 
names, and perhaps some of them were), Carlo’s successor and 
my mother’s partner in the longest and most tortured romance 
of her life.  

But before moving on to the saga of Ermenegildo from 
Buenos Aires, who undoubtedly shaped my life even more than 
he did Maman’s, I owe Carlo a decent word of farewell. Just as 
Gottfried went on giving me ski-ing lessons, until at last — and I 
confess I’ve been longing to divulge this — I made the British 
Olympic ski-ing team at Squaw Valley (at least in part because 
few other young Britons had seen as much snow as I had) at the 
age of 16, to my father’s delight, so in the same stepfatherly 
spirit Carlo went on paying for my horribly expensive education 
at St. Bernard’s long after he had been replaced in Maman’s 
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affections by a penniless Argentine troubadour. Carlo may have 
been somewhat withdrawn, and he was certainly the most 
inexpressive Italian I’ve ever come across, one who didn’t much 
like to hug or be hugged, but he was true to his word. I will 
always be your friend, he said to me when he and Maman 
parted; and I’ve had reason to be grateful to Carlo since then, 
not only for the premature boozing, smoking and sex I enjoyed 
at St Bernard’s, but on a later, crucial occasion. That Carlo’s 
kindness to me, like Gottfried’s, outlasted Maman’s affections 
speaks to Maman’s warmth and honesty of heart, I like to think; 
it also helps me to suppose that I was an endearing young 
person. 

Ermenegildo Tomasito Policarpo und so weiter certainly thought 
so. I was the son, he said, that he had always wanted, but not 
especially wished to potty-train. I was a man (at 14); I was ready 
for adventure, heaven help me. I had thought little round Carlo 
difficult to get close to, and now I had a handsome giant of a 
man who opened his heart and his arms to me entirely, one who 
would introduce me to courage, death, poetry, and women, the 
four things that mattered. I’d never met a macho before. It was 
intoxicating beyond belief. 

In truth, Gildo was more of a mystery than Carlo had ever 
been. Even now I can’t even say which of the glorious names he 
sported were actually his, if any. He was a singer and an actor, a 
writer and a friend of Ernest Hemingway (he said), a political 
activist with a mission to kill Juan Perón and, on the other side 
of the world, a plan for a federated Middle East which had the 
support, he assured us, of powerful figures in Israel and the 
Arab world. He had penetrated the Kremlin in search of secrets 
of skullduggery that the world would learn of, at the right time, 
from his pen. He spoke five languages fluently (no mere boast), 
ate raw eggs for breakfast, warbled on one note when he 
whistled (I had never heard a trilling whistle before, though he 
assured me it was a common gaucho accomplishment), and told 
us he had starred opposite Lana Turner in a B-movie. He had; 
we saw it once in a fleapit in Barcelona. Called La Luna de los 
Bandidos (Bandit Moon), it had been shot in Mexico and 
Hollywood, where Gildo was known, he said, as the Bull of the 
Pampas. He had raced in the Mille Miglia alongside Stirling Moss 
and Roberto Rossellini, caught monstrous Caribbean fish 
(photos to prove it) from the same boat as Porfirio Rubirosa and 
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Rafael Leónidas Trujillo, and slept with — but here I still feel 
protective of my mother’s memory, as absurd as that may seem. 
Besides, the list is boastful, unprovable, and full of names of 
gorgeous tigresses like Maria Guadalupe Velez de Villalobos, 
briefly known to Hollywood as Lupe Velez, who were notable 
conquests once but rather dusty trophies now. Poor Lupe, one 
of whose many lovers Gildo claimed to have been, despaired 
young of screen stardom and staked her claim to immortality on 
the mode of her suicide instead: dressed to the nines, and stuffed 
to the gills with Seconal, she surrounded her bed with flowers 
and candles and lay down to die. Unfortunately the enchiladas 
Lupe ate to wash down the Seconal returned in force and she 
died in the bathroom — where Gildo told us he found her the 
next morning — instead of on her romantic bier. Gildo said he 
considered cleaning up the unfortunate creature and restoring 
her to her bed; but he was sick of Hollywood himself by this 
time, and decided that not only did the industry deserve a more 
honest and a more emblematic death, but that Lupe’s single-
minded desire to be remembered would be better served by 
being found with her head in a toilet bowl than amid lilies and 
candles. It was a cynical view. But Gildo, as I was to learn, was a 
macho with an exceptionally macabre sense of humour, even for a 
macho. 

His origins, I must warn you now, remained shrouded in 
mystery, melodrama and confusion to the very end of his days, 
when a Buenos Aires coroner brought in a verdict on his death 
so bizarre that it has resonated through my life like a riddle. 
Only in Argentina, perhaps, could it have legal status: ‘suicide 
under coercion.’ Suicidio según coacción. It makes no sense. Which 
of us would commit suicide if instructed to? Wouldn’t we say, 
no thanks, even at the point of a gun? You pull the trigger, we’d 
say. Under what circumstances would we act otherwise? Later in 
this narrative, when you have learned to love and be appalled by 
the life and times of Gildo Wilson, I shall attempt to solve the 
riddle. 

Suffice, for the moment, to say that it was Gildo who, at every 
stage of my early years, determined their direction — less by his 
florid, hectoring instruction, which impressed me tremendously 
as a teenager but which lost some purchase when I saw how 
erratically he followed his own advice, than by example, mostly 
by disastrous example. Gildo’s nervous breakdown shortly 
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before I left St. Bernard’s at 17, coupled with his astonishing 
later career as a manic depressive on the loose (but in my care) 
was to lead me inexorably towards a life as a therapist. Over 
time, Gildo’s swashbuckling adventures in politics and espionage 
put me off adventuring entirely; his struggles as a novelist 
convinced me that this was an ambition filled with grief; his 
multiple liaisons and tireless tales of seduction persuaded me 
that one marriage and one woman (at any rate one woman at a 
time) were a happier course. So much for courage, poetry and 
women, three of the four things that mattered to a true macho; 
even death, at least as Gildo was to define it for me, offered a 
firm but contrary example. I have no intention of ever 
committing suicide, not even según coacción. 

And yet for all this you have to know — you have to realize 
— what a beautiful, delightful, witty and inspiring man our 
Gildo was, even in his loony extravagances. I shall make you see 
him, six foot four, with the piercing eyes, thin mouth and knife-
blade nose of an Achilles (or a Vittorio Gassman — look him up 
on the internet, you film fans), tall and slim and strong, framed 
like a demi-god, the natural hero to whom every eye went as he 
strode into a room, warble-whistled imperiously for a hotel 
porter, whom he would tip with a largesse beyond the man’s 
wildest dreams, or broke into a yodeling gaucho song in an airport 
concourse. Who’s that? — you could read it in every eye 
wherever we went. He never lost his execrable Latin taste in 
clothes, but it didn’t matter; bronzed, with the profile of an 
emperor, sporting a wide-brimmed hat from which his thick 
black (later gloriously silver) hair flowed irresistibly, munching 
delicately on a ten-inch Cuban cigar, he was so spirited and 
debonair he could have travelled in a dressing-gown and no one 
would have minded, or even noticed. 

What a figure to inherit at the age of 14! Bored with 
Bernardine calf-loves and Maman’s shopping expeditions up and 
down the Via Veneto, I drank in every word of Gildo’s Baron 
von Münchhausen-like tales and followed him joyously on his 
fearless daily improvisations. I’d never known or even dared to 
dream of knowing a man who, at the mere glimpse of a race car 
going past us on a low loader, would scrap our plans for the 
afternoon and pursue the car until we had found the race and he 
had bribed his way into it; who would meet a dispirited 
construction worker on a park bench, discover that the man’s 
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daughter suffered from an obscure, possibly terminal illness, and 
fly the family across the globe, having located the world’s leading 
specialist in the child’s disease, devoting all his time (and my 
mother’s newfound wealth, of which more shortly) to this new 
crusade; who would, at the drop of a hat, enter a clifftop diving 
competition, serenade a pair of passing lovers, compose an ode 
on the death of a racing driver and deliver it to the widow in 
person; and promise to take me himself to the fanciest brothel in 
Paris, as my 17th birthday present. What boy could have resisted 
him? It was my father’s fantaisie, lost to me for all but fleeting 
holiday glimpses, and now restored in a dazzling, supercharged 
Latin disguise. Put it there, pardner, Gildo would say, extending a 
hand for the handshake that sealed our pardnership. It was a 
manly congratulations for a job well done, a shot accurately 
taken, a witty riposte, or a piece of bravery deserving an 
accolade. I lived for it. Put it there, pardner.  

Gildo was my date with destiny, long before the bizarre 
accident that brought me to Destiny Thomas in her BBC Wales 
studio; he was instrumental, indeed, in that very accident, which 
helped to finally free me from his influence and from our 
strange and constricting mutual guardianship; and, because of 
the manner and consequences of my fall into the cave at St. 
Supplice des Eaux, he even brought me to Bunny, my wife, to 
whose dark yet transformational role in my life this tale is 
wedded. 

It happened as follows. 
At boarding school I had fallen under the influence of a wild 

fellow called d’Yvremont, Gilles d’Yvremont, who quoted 
Baudelaire and was all set to write a contemporary Fleurs du Mal 
but who ended up, when I last heard of him, selling hot tubs in 
Nice. Inspired by d’Yvremont (but telling Maman I had found 
my feet in poetry when in fact Hypocrite lecteur, ––mon semblable, ––
mon frère! was the only line of poetry I knew, chiefly because 
Gilles recited it so often), I headed for the Sorbonne to pursue 
literary studies. Within a month I was drawn into a very different 
orbit, that of my lifelong friend Thierry, who at the time was 
aware, as I was not, that exciting discoveries and innovative 
theories were transforming the study of prehistory. La préhistoire! 
It was  a science with its very roots in French soil, thanks to 
Cro-Magnon man’s passion for the landscape of the Périgord, 
rather like the later English fascination with this beautiful region, 
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but ten to fifteen thousand years earlier and without the 
tormenting attentions of real estate agents. Thierry’s fascination 
with cave art turned out to have more to do with a certain 
Françoise Dumeilhac, a name you will recognize if you are 
conversant with prehistoric studies today. At the time she was a 
Sorbonne student of 19, a lovely girl with whom Thierry had 
typically fallen in love at first sight and followed to her hall of 
residence. Discovering that she was an archaeology student 
under the wing of the great André Leroi-Gourhan, Thierry 
immediately changed his cours d’université. For my part I was 
already intrigued by Thierry’s newfound passion for primitive 
man, in which he instructed me before mentioning his greater, 
motivating passion; I too then fell quickly under Françoise’s 
spell and was soon writing to Maman that I had found my future 
career, as a poet of prehistory. (As it turned out this was more 
prophetic than either my wishful or my lying self knew.) If I 
seem, looking back, to have no mind of my own, I willingly 
confess that it was many years before I felt in possession of an 
authentic yearning that didn’t draw its glow from a brighter star 
nearby; this even applies to the girls I pursued when I was 
young, to whom I gave a second look only when I learned that 
someone else found them beautiful. Such follow-my-leader 
behaviour doesn’t seem to say much for my character, I know. 
But in intellectual matters, at least, late development can be a 
boon. I often say so to those of my patients who are still 
searching for their true path in life. Few people, as I have often 
urged in my books, articles, and lectures, fall directly upon their 
calling; many of the most brilliant and most fulfilled lives only 
locate their direction after years in the wilderness, for often the 
vocation is too close for us to see. It sits on our shoulder, 
inhabits a blind spot. Why? Because in our heart we fear 
surrendering to it, knowing it may consume us entirely. Vocation 
comes at a price, often paid by those closest to us. We sense this 
(I argue), and fear the isolation it might bring. Yet this very 
isolation, when we do give in to it, turns out to be the opposite 
of loneliness, which is always a longing for others. Instead, 
vocation brings a solitude as replete and as joyous as if Bach 
were perpetually playing in our ear. Many of us spend our early 
years in unconscious flight from our true purpose, only to run 
smack into it at last, like a fleeing movie heroine who backs 
around a corner — we know what comes next — and turns 
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abruptly to find herself face to face with her nemesis, or, more 
often, her deliverance. It’s more satisfying if it is her deliverer, 
when we expected the worst. Narrative, like the psyche itself, 
lives by anagnorisis, what fiction-lovers call the ‘twist’. But the 
twist is really a counter-twist, it’s the unsnaggling of the line, 
which has fouled itself deliberately in order to lure us into 
wrestling with it, drawing us closer to the prize. Disguise, which 
lies at the heart (forgive me this further digression) of shamanic 
and Magdalenian therapeutic practice, is of the essence in this 
matter of finding one’s diritta via, our true path. Disguise is 
inescapable; time itself is the father of disguise, for where there 
is no time all is dark and all is plain and revelation comes there 
none; time, in its own way, is disguise, and the only question for 
our little human span is, will we achieve the unmasking soon 
enough to enjoy a life grounded in reality and not in delusion? 
Will we pin the tail on the donkey before it’s too late? In the 
story I have to tell, I myself am the donkey, as we all of us are, 
stumbling around blindfold trying to attach our own tail, and our 
own tale, to ourselves. 

Thierry’s interest in la préhistoire failed to outlast his interest in 
Françoise, soon extinguished when he found that his charms 
were no match for those of the handsome, globe-trotting, pipe-
smoking Leroi-Gourhan, la Dumeilhac’s mentor. Thierry himself 
flirted briefly with a pipe (I had to follow suit, of course, and for 
a few weeks we coughed and swooned our way around the Rive 
Gauche, ill with pipe tobacco fumes), but he knew when he was 
beaten. I pretended I knew it, too; but I didn’t, and my 
undeclared passion for Françoise — Frankie she called herself 
then, but I don’t think her eyes would light up if I were to call 
out that name to her today, at one of her appearances on the 
podium of palaeosemiotics — led me into André Leroi-
Gourhan’s company as his protégée’s friend. This piece of 
fortune was a beacon in the wilderness surrounding my own 
true, later path, but I mistook it for one of the stations of the 
cross on the via dolorosa that was my unrequited love for 
Françoise. If on my account I could ingratiate myself with the 
great Gourhan, orientalist, ethnographer and conquistador of the 
new world of prehistory, I’d see more of dark, pretty, dreadfully 
serious Françoise. That was all I knew, and all I cared about. 

The Marxist hive that was the Sorbonne of the ’60s was 
buzzing around me, as its furious bees gathered up their honey 
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